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The propagation of waves through stratified media has been in¬ 
vestigated for several particular cases. Since even under simplified 
conditions this problem presents considerable mathematical difficulties, 
there have been but few attempts to treat it in its general form. Thus 
the principal aim of Lord Rayleigh's investigation (1912) was to determine 
the reflection coefficient in the first layer of a stratified medium with an 
arbitrary number of parallel homogeneous layers. There are certain re¬ 
marks about a similar problem in Optics (Foersterling 1931, Van Cittert 
1939). The transmission of plane compressional waves through a system 
of alternate layers of two different substances was considered by Lindsay 
(1939) because of its importance in acoustic filtration. In order to solve 
the problem of a point source radiation in a stratified medium Brekhovskih 
(1949) suggested a new method.- The basic idea of this method is to make 
use of an equation of the first order, derived for the reflection coefficient, 
instead of the wave equations. Thomson (1950) has shown that the equa¬ 
tions for dilatation, rotation and stress can be readily obtained in matrix 
form and Haskell (1951) has re-formulated the problem in terms of 
matrices. Some general properties of solutions and a systematic com¬ 
putational procedure was given by the latter investigator. 
To write the effective solution for an arbitrary number of layers 
is possible only up to a certain point since the displacements or potentials 
are represented by integrals which cannot be evaluated in this case. 
2. 
There are, however, several important questions which can be answered 
without giving a complete analysis of these integrals. One of these gen¬ 
eral questions is the dependence of phase velocity upon wave-length. 
This dependence is expressed by vanishing of a determinant which is 
given by the boundary conditions of a problem. To write the period 
equation which is obtained this way in its general form and to draw some 
important conclusions about the solutions in general from such a conven¬ 
ient form is the purpose of this paper. 
PERIOD EQUATION 
Tk the n-1 interfaces. If the 
We assume now that in a stratified medium a disturbance is pro¬ 
duced by a point source. The medium is composed of n layers display¬ 
ing different elastic properties and bounded by a set of parallel planes. 
Eet z=0 be its free surface and z, = 
* K=i 
first n-1 layers have finite thicknesses T^ and the n-th layer has T^ = CO 
the medium fills a halfspace (z>0). 
By p. ^ Xj and ptj we denote the densities of these homogeneous 
layers and by the velocities of propagation of a compressional or 
o <J 
a distortional wave in the corresponding medium. It is well known that 
the displacements in an axisymmetric case can be written in the form 
1j = ]?' 7K-H- 





and the primary time factor is taken in the form Cylindrical 
coordinates will be used in all conditions which follow. The displace¬ 
ments q and w and the normal and tangential stresses pxi , px^ are 
subject to the usual conditions, namely, to be continuous at the inter¬ 
faces, if a welded contact of solids is assumed. The stresses have to 
vanish at the free surface and at a surface of contact between a solid and 
a liquid layer usually no conditions are given about the tangential dis¬ 
placements. Thus, for the case of n solid layers, there are 4n-2 bound¬ 
ary conditions 
*j+i - wj at z 
at 
=i 




Z • (Pz*^, (l°2x)j+,-(pzz)j Xj =£T< <4) 
There are also two boundary conditions concerning the values of and 
Y* at infinity. They are ^ at z-^OO, 
On omitting the time factors the potentials can be written in the 
form ^ ^ 
?j= fje tJ +J QjJ0 




where is the Bessel function and 
<<jt -o .t, f/f e-*l*-**lJ0L*t)J* 
(5) 
(6) 
= 0 or to the sum of direct waves produced by distortional 
sources in the layer. In either case the field is an axisymmetric one, i. e. 
the sources are located at points (0, 0, h^). 
All coefficients Q and S are functions of the parameter k and the 
other set of coefficients (/. ^ V^) are connected with this parameter by 
K = 
n 
A 'is 9 (?) 
(8) 
means of conditions 
K* = VK 
if Cf and y* are supposed to satisfy the wave equations. 
It is evident that for j=n we have to put 
?»= it +J 
0 
Yn = V,s + /A, J0(«Z)LV^K . 
0 
To simplify the problem we shall assume that there is a single 
point source. Let it be located in the first medium (h < T/). Then 
<f,t =/ e-y''i2-W(9) 
o 
all other and are equal to zero. The number of unknown coeffi¬ 
cients Q and S in (5) and (8) is 4n-2 and they can be found by solving the 
system of equations determined by boundary conditions. 
In order to write these conditions we have to use the expressions 
and p. 
4 
substituting (5) in the boundary conditions we will find that certain integ¬ 
rals taken with respect to the parameter k are equal to zero. As usual 
we assume, then, that the integrands vanish and, therefore, write the ex¬ 
pressions for stresses in the form 




a, - <f -t 2 






X. O.J = 2ft «*■- fj CO* = V* - "a. (12) 
V 
and a bar over cp or Y' means that the integration with respect to k 
as well as some of the common factors are omitted. 
Thus, by (3) we obtain for the free surface two equations 
-2p,Y, @1 Q"+ JU, (V,s + K*)S+ = -<?/*,*e~y'A (13) 
a,Q,' ->■ <x,&" K*-Y,^'+2ft> *^sS,"= - a, ~ e'V'k (14) 
For the first interface we will have four conditions as follows: 
(13), (14) and q7 = q^, wf = at z#=Tf or 
. !?• • 
Some integration constants which could be added when certain conditions 
are integrated are usually not taken into account. 
These equations take the form 
y,s S.V”77- 
* *>%*'**- *&&**-$ e'y*(77'^ 
. y, Q''ev,T‘+**$, 
- KlS“ev*r‘ = a-,-h) 
(15) 
(16) 
and by (5), (9) and (4) we obtain two more equations which hold at the 
first interface, namely, 




a, e'er'’1'- a,ay*- S'VnX 
a, e£t*. *V,'*-*'17- ?^^v„s;e'"T 
-.,U-*Cr-h) 
(18) 
It may be easily seen that on using the notations as given above 
the boundary conditions for other interfaces will have a similar form and 
we can restrict ourselves by writing them for the last interface. From 
(5), (8), (2) and (4), we have 
C, e [_ y £> y 2*- 
(19) 
- V y
 • >x i (20) 




ev,'s*"-4 • */M. ft* + <)S„e v"s 2"‘i 0 
««-. Qi, e'v'-2'’V ^,kVMiS 
(22) 
2?*-,K V D g K-i,i 0 
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9. 
Then the solutions of the equations (13-22) are 
&/= 4s- • 1 A t A (24) 
where f denotes ' or " (or can be omitted for g=n), g=l, 2, . . . n, and 
the subscript q or s shows that the corresponding determinant is taken 
for a coefficient Q or S respectively. 
Now, the period equation 
A-0 (25) 
expresses the fact that the phase velocity (c=&2 ) depends upon the fre¬ 
quency or wave-length in a manner which is determined by the form of 
roots of this equation. Unfortunately the period equation is too compli¬ 
cated and a general discussion of its roots will hardly be possible. The 
number and location of its real and complex roots play, however, an im¬ 
portant part in the development of the theory, since these roots will de¬ 
termine the poles of integrands in (5) because of (24) and (25). Even in 
one of the most simple cases, namely, in case of a liquid layer overlying 
a solid halfspace, Schermann's long discussion (1945) shows the diffi¬ 
culties of the question. 
We restrict ourselves, therefore, to other considerations con¬ 
cerning the determinant A and the solutions (5). 
SOME PROPERTIES OF THE DETERMINANT (23) 
This determinant of the 4n-2 order is an odd function of each 
variable /• or K. , for j=l, 2, . . . n-1, separately, as may be seen 
J / 
10. 
directly in (23). 
In contrast, A is not an odd or even function of . 
Now we can write this determinant in the form 
^ ui 
C~0**'olXi =2. C~0X • 
\ -I A~l 
(26) 
and Afr 
in (24) by substituting the right-hand members (R* ) of equations (13-22) 
where ^P^are subdeterminants. We obtain the determinants uu *—> 




where 6” denotes a column number corresponding to a given combination 
of f, g and q and will replace a column with an odd number for f de¬ 
noting ' and an even number column for the index 
An important characteristic of the expressions considered above 
is that we have pairs of coefficients Q or S multiplied by exponential 
./•I 
functions in which the exponents differ in sign, for example, e 4 
and e ^ . We will consider therefore, the sums of corresponding 
terms, for example, the sum 
The exponent A 4- + / in the last term is obviously increased 
by 1 because the index ' in the first term was changed to " in the last 
one. In order to see whether this expression is an odd or an even func¬ 
tion of V , g=l, 2. . . n-1 let us form the sum in brackets. 
11. 
It is easy to see by (23) that 
IVe 
Vj " -<z. 
e. • * (29) 
where 
, JT+T+ I n s> 
A deL^1) <3°> 
and the second set of subdeterminants C = C4 do not depend on 
A \ / . ✓' 
. The elements of the determinant (23) denoted by ef^- and and 
<7 
belonging to two neighboring columns for Q or both for S coefficients dis¬ 
play the evident properties. Either 
it , r , 
*(r ' ^€ or <*"= -<** (31) 
if there is a factor Y^ present in the coefficient itself, i. e. not in the 
•* * 
exponent. We will now denote these elements by Y or - K dg- • 
O v 
Thus, by (28) we consider pairs of terms such as 
// ym 2. — ( 
T) e-V-T>' er*z=P' 
On now inserting (30) and taking into account the signs, we ob¬ 
tain the sum of two functions 
(32) 
It is evident that both functions are odd in VI . This final conclusion is 
reached for g=2, . . . n-1, but it holds also for g=l. In the latter case we 
12. 
have to consider the sum of all three terms which depend on Yf . By 
(5) and (24) we will obtain, then, the expression 
if we assume that and that, therefore, jz~A j = A -Z . To see now 
whether the factor in brackets is an odd or even function of Vt we can 




_ K -/A -a, g-e 
e* e~v,T> v,c 
-yf ^e-s(T'"A) ’ 
ev'1' Zp,«t,tr,'W) • -Zt*y,*v,T' ^,K^,Cr,'k) 
a,le.'y,T' 
„ * y,(T-h) -v.t; 
a,e '*/^e i 
% 
* » % • ' % • 
+ e 
-v,z _»{A -Xfi,KZ 
K 





K a-*.(v-v _ v;77 
~a'v;e a,€ 
13. 
Adding the first two determinants, 
y 
adding the second column multiplied by ~ 
column, this expression takes the form 
and in the last determinant 
-v A 
e. 1 to the first 
-fy/. o -V 7 •f e 1 0 
a, 0 0 a, 
ev,T' *£s.«U(V*0 • 
rl 
2«siniWtf-k) e'T‘ . 
*«»4v.fr4) • XKudyfa-k) v,e‘T' . 
^ co6^\ vt(r;-k) Sft/V/C v 
Za,~*dv,(rrk) */,1‘ . 
• • • • • ^ • % % • • • 
It is evident that this is an odd function of Vt . Therefore, the expres- 
sion (f as well as being determined by the ratio of this odd function 
and which is also odd in V' are even in v' . Having this direct 
proof for g= 1 and expressions (32) and taking into account that by (5) the 
potentials and depend on VI because of the factors Q and S, and 
6 
that these factors are determined by the ratios (24), we may conclude 
that and Y are even functions of all Y , g=l, 2. . . n-1. The numer 
d 
ators and the denominators in (24) are odd functions of these variables 
From this property of the functions Cf and Y' an important con¬ 
clusion about the existence of the so-called branch line integrals can be 
drawn. It is well known that when the coefficients Q and S are expressed 
in terms of the parameter k, there are coefficients / present which are 
14. 
determined by radicals because of (7). When evaluating the integrals (5) 
in the complex plane of k one can expect that this fact would involve the 
consideration of a set of branch line integrals, as it is usually assumed in 
investigations concerning the propagation of a disturbance in stratified 
media. 
On considering the wave propagation in a three-layered liquid 
half-spuce Pekeris (1948) found the branch line integrals corresponding 
to K = — , ^ vanish. We are able now to make a general conclus- 
*X. 
ion that in all cases of wave propagation from a point source in a half¬ 
space formed by parallel layers displaying different elastic properties, 
all expected branch line integrals vanish except the last one correspond 
ing to V . 
REMARK ON THE NORMAL MODE SOLUTIONS 
If instead of an infinite n'th medium we take a layer of a thickness 
T^ , i. e. if we assume that the whole system represents a "sandwich 
plate" or a system of alternate plane-parallel plates considered in 
Acoustics, the last boundary will be a second free surface. Then the 
number of boundary conditions (2-4) will be increased by 2, on writing 
n 
two equations similar to (3) for T On the other hand, 
X-l 
the expressions (7) must be replaced by (5) on putting also j-n and making 
i< ,| 
use of two more coefficients and S„ . If no source is located in this 
layer, we put =0, =0 as before. It may be easily seen, if we 
15. 
assume there are no other changes in conditions of the problem than 
•t 
that the determinant (23) must be enlarged by two columns for Q and 
and by two horizontal lines similar to the first two, since the con¬ 
ditions at zn will be of the type of (3). 
On writing only the last four columns and six lines we obtain 
= (33) 
v„ e~y',7’n~l 
i/ _ i/ 
yns ^ ^ 
-/ 
e" 




We see now that in case of a sandwich plate the determinant 
M*) is an odd function of each of 2n variables Y or ^ since the con - 
siderations expressed by the equations (25-31) will now apply also to 
the last layer. The determinant (33) is of the 4n-th order. If we take 
now the n'th branch line integral in each equation (5), its integrand will 
be like all others an even function of Y . Thus, it is shown that all 
It 
branch line integrals encountered when the integrals (5) are evaluated in 
the complex k plane vanish. Then, every function ^ or will be de¬ 
termined by the sum of residues corresponding to the roots of the equation 
A(«) = 0 (34) 
Under these conditions each potential will be represented by a discrete 
spectrum of terms which are called modes and this fact conforms to the 
theory of normal modes. 
Pekeris (1948) p. 53 made a remark that the appearance of a 
branch line integral in the solution he obtained for a two-layered liquid 
halfspace would seem to be in contradiction to the standard theory of 
normal modes. On looking for an explanation of this fact in different 
ways he did not clarify this apparent contradiction and the question re¬ 
mained open. 
On comparing the results for a sandwich plate and a layered half¬ 
space obtained above, we have a direct proof that the existence of a branch 
line integral is connected with the infinite thickness of the last layer, i. e. 
with the fact that the domain of the variable z becomes infinite. On the 
17. 
other hand it is known (Sommerfeld, 1949, pp. 78ff or Courant-Hilbert, 
1943, I, p. 85 or p. 293) that the eigenvalues which determine the stand¬ 
ard normal modes form a discrete spectrum, if the space for which a 
wave problem is solved is bounded. When one has to consider an un¬ 
limited space there will also be a continuous spectrum. 
Thus, the appearance of a branch line integral in a problem con¬ 
cerning propagation of a disturbance in a halfspace seems to be a natural 
phenomenon. It should correspond to the existence of a continuous spec¬ 
trum which in the final expressions for potentials <£ and ^ is added to a 
discrete spectrum of modes. The solution given by Lamb (1904) for the 
problem of wave propagation in a homogeneous solid halfspace presents 
probably one of the earliest examples of this kind. 
Now, if we assume that the first and the last parts of a stratified 
medium have infinite thicknesses, the corresponding changes in the deter¬ 
minant (23) may be easily seen. * Expressions like (8) have to be used 
for the first layer also. The location of the plane z=0 should be changed 
as well as the notations for zy corresponding to interfaces, but there 
are no essential changes in the structure of elements of the determinant. 
Moreover, the conditions for the first layer will be quite similar to those 
for the n’th layer and, therefore, the resulting determinant will be neither 
an odd nor an even function of the parameter »^«Z.\^.Thus there is no reason 
for the first branch line integrals to vanish. 
* Tartakovskii (1950) made use of the determinant for a stratified liquid 
medium of this type in order to derive the reflection and refraction co¬ 
efficients . 
18. 
As to the existence of branch line integrals in solutions repre¬ 
senting the propagation of waves in media composed of n parallel layers, 
we can draw these conclusions: (1) if a medium is a layered plate, there 
are no branch line integrals; (2) if a halfspace is considered, one branch 
integral in each potential does not vanish; (3) if the medium is infinite in 
all directions, two branch line integrals in a solution representing a po¬ 
tential or y* differ from zero and represent two parts of a continuous 
spectrum which is added to the discrete spectrum of modes. 
ON THE ROOTS OF PERIOD EQUATION 
On setting the determinant (23) equal to zero another convenient 
form of the period equation can be obtained by a simple transformation. 
We can easily see which exponential factors in each pair of columns can 
be omitted. They give rise, then, to the sinh and cosh terms, for example, 
in the first two horizontal lines. Thus, on subtracting or adding two con¬ 
secutive columns and writing only the first four columns of the deter¬ 
minant we obtain 









Now we see that =0 or =0 are zeros of A =0. A similar 
transformation of each next group of four columns in (23) will show that 
=0 and = 0 are also the zeros of A =0 as well as others including 
Y» , =0 and Y* =0. Zero values of the last two coefficients Y and Yl c 
n * * n» 5 
will not satisfy the period equation. Thus, the important conclusions 
concerning the existence of branch line integrals and drawn at the end of 
paragraph 3 can be supplemented by the fact that only and ? cannot 
* / 
be zeros of the period equation when the branch line integrals differ from 
zero. The double set Y^ =0, =0, i. e. C *ot-or C - ^ ^ L ~ ? 
represents zeros of A =0 and the corresponding branch line integrals 
vanish. 
Now, if we take into account that because of (32) at Y =0 both 
a 
the numerator and A vanish in (28) in the same manner and the left- 
hand member remains finite. For the integral representing the sum of 
two last terms in (5) withthe root V =0 or c= «. is not a pole. A 
g d 
similar conclusion holds for any Y or V*. of the sets mentioned above 
<5 "7 
since for i the determinants A and A*t have identical columns in 3*1 
which the elements become equal to zero. 
The conclusion concerning the roots = 0 was drawn by the 
writer as a result of a discussion with Dr. Frank Press concerning the 
proof of the following statement; "In an n-layered medium in which the 
n-th layer only is infinitely thick the period equation always has the 
20. 
solutions 
i&n ~ I =/>l7r , m ... ©O , 4 «-/ (36) 
where vfc* is (X^* or y^* . " According to a personal communication Dr. 
Press proved this statement for a two and three layered liquid system 
and suggested the general form of it. It can be easily seen, now, that 
if by (7), for example, we put in (35) 
, v,s=±‘*y|N7 07) 
the factor k can be separated in all elements of the determinant but 
those having the factors cosh and sinh. Then, if the elements of the 
first column are written in the form 
it follows that they all tend to zero under the conditions (36) and C"*’ 
F or we can draw a similar conclusion from the fourth column in 
(35). Obviously, Dr. Press' statement follows for each combination of 
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